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Abstract: The albedo is a fundamental component of the processes that govern the energy budget, and
particularly important in the context of climate change. However, a satellite-based high-resolution
(30 m) albedo product which can be used in the polar regions up to 82.5◦ latitude during the summer
seasons is lacking. To cover this gap, in this study we calculate satellite-based broadband albedo
from Landsat 8 OLI and validate it against broadband albedo measurements from in situ stations
located on the Antarctic and Greenland icesheets. The model to derive the albedo from raw satellite
data includes an atmospheric and topographic correction and conversion from narrow-band to
broadband albedo, and at each step different options were taken into account, in order to provide
the best combination of corrections. Results, after being cleaned from anomalous data, show a
good agreement with in situ albedo measurements, with a mean absolute error between in situ and
satellite albedo of 0.021, a root mean square error of 0.026, a standard deviation of 0.015, a correlation
coefficient of 0.995 (p < 0.01) and a bias estimate of −0.005. Considering the structure of the model, it
could be applied to data from previous sensors of the Landsat family and help construct a record to
analyze albedo variations in the polar regions.

Keywords: albedo; remote sensing; Landsat; cryosphere; polar regions; Antarctica; Greenland

1. Introduction

The albedo has a relevant role in the energy budget studies above all at the Poles,
where it is generally high owing to the large fraction of surface area covered with snow
and ice. Variations from these high albedo values could deeply affect the surface mass
balance, leading to serious consequences, considering that the Antarctic and Greenland ice
sheets have a crucial role on sea level control. The albedo (α), also called bi-hemispherical
reflectance, is defined as the ratio of the radiant flux reflected from a unit surface area
into the whole hemisphere to the incident radiant flux of hemispherical angular extent [1]
in the approximate spectral range 350–3000 nm [2]. On the ice sheets, it depends on
different factors, i.e., snow metamorphism, including changes in the size and shape of
snow grains [3–7], snow density and stratification, the occurrence of various surface
morphologies owing to strong and persistent winds (e.g., sastrugi, snow dunes and wind
glaze areas), or the presence of blue ice [8–10]. In turn, the rate of snow metamorphism is
influenced by temperature, relative humidity and wind [11–13]. Historically, the albedo
has been acquired, especially on the ice sheets and ice shelves, by instruments mounted
on automatic weather stations (AWSs), that record measures of albedo at a hourly or sub-
hourly temporal resolution [14–18]. However, while the surface covered by these punctual
records can approximate a Landsat satellite pixel [19], it cannot be considered representative
of a large area, i.e., an entire glacier or ice sheet [20]. Alternatively, during field campaigns,
distributed measurements can be acquired by using portable radiometers [21,22]. However,
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many of these instruments would be required to cover such a wide area as a glacier,
more so an ice sheet. In this context, remote sensing acquires relevance. NASA already
provides a series of albedo products obtained by combining observations from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors on board the Terra and Aqua
satellites. MODIS was used in the past to study the ice sheets, both in Greenland [23–25]
and in Antarctica [6,26,27], but its spatial resolution is too coarse (i.e., at most, 500 m) to
satisfactorily represent albedo variability of local features of the ice sheet (e.g., blue ice,
wind glaze zones).

The Landsat family of satellites provides data at a higher resolution (30 m) and thus
allows researchers to study the ice sheet surfaces in finer detail. Many albedo models
based on Landsat data exist [19,28–33], but none of them has been thoroughly tested on
the ice sheets. For these reasons, the purpose of our study is to provide a model to derive
broadband albedo of ice and snow-covered surfaces from satellite data at a high spatial
resolution (i.e., 30 m), and validate it against ground observations from in situ stations
located on the ice sheets, in order to support future ice sheet studies.

In our research, we start from the model proposed by Klok et al. (2003) [29] and
recently adjusted by Fugazza et al. (2016) [19]. The model includes several correction steps
to derive albedo from the raw satellite data, and at each step we evaluate different possible
inputs and parameters to provide the most suitable set of corrections. We take advantage
from data acquired by the Landsat 8 OLI sensor, available from 2013 for latitudes up to
±82.5◦. The entirety of our satellite data was then validated using different available in
situ albedo datasets in both Antarctica (IMAU [18] and BSRN [17] datasets) and Greenland
(PROMICE AWSs [16]).

2. Materials and Methods

Landsat 8 OLI data for the period 2013–2020 were downloaded from the Landsat
Collection 2 dataset from the USGS Earth Explorer website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.
gov/ (accessed date 19 February 2021)). The data are preprocessed by USGS to obtain an
absolute geolocation accuracy of 12 m, orthorectified using global digital elevation model
sources and radiometrically calibrated. The spatial resolution of Landsat 8 image bands is
30 m except for band 8 (panchromatic, 15 m spatial resolution) and the two thermal bands
10–11 (100 m). Bands 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 (i.e., blue, red, near-infrared and shortwave-infrared) were
used to comply with Liang’s broadband albedo algorithm [34] while Band 3 was used for
the evaluation of another broadband albedo model [35]. In each case, we used only those
satellite images where cloud cover was absent or low (<10%), that covered the in situ station
and corresponded by date and time with ground observations (in situ stations report hourly
data). Cloud cover is reported in the Landsat metadata, as determined by the CFMask
(C code of the function of mask) algorithm [36]. However, since CFMask may be inaccurate
over bright targets such as snow, an additional visual check for each analyzed image was
necessary. Additionally, we excluded coastal scenes where measurements of aerosol optical
thickness (AOT) were not available and scenes with exceedingly high values of solar zenith
angle (SZA, >80◦). Only polar “spring–summer” periods were considered: October-March
in Antarctica and April-August in Greenland. The final dataset includes 86 scenes (53 in
Antarctica and 33 in Greenland). To calculate the albedo, we started from other albedo
models available in literature and applied in other regions of Earth [19,29,31,32], such as
the Alps, and modified them to obtain the best results in the polar regions, for instance by
adding a pixel-specific correction for the SZA. The statistics used to validate satellite albedo
against AWS observations were the mean absolute error (MAE), the standard deviation
(STD), the root–mean–square Error (RMSE), the bias-removed root–mean–square error
(BRRMSE), the bias estimate (BE) [22] and the correlation coefficient (Cc), where the last
one is defined as follows:

Cc = ∑(x− x)(y− y)√
∑(x− x)2 ∑(y− y)2

(1)

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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where x and y are the first and the second sets of measurements and x and y their averages.
As concerns the BE, it is calculated as:

BE =
1
N ∑(y− x) (2)

where N is defined as the sample size. The MAE is estimated as:

MAE =
1
N ∑|y− x| (3)

The RMSE is described as:

RMSE =

[
1
N ∑(y− x)2

]0.5
(4)

and the BRRMSE as:

BRRMSE =

[
1
N ∑(y− x− BE)2

]0.5
(5)

The first part of this section describes the steps followed to process the original satellite
images to obtain albedo: radiometric calibration, zenith, atmospheric and topographic
corrections, and narrowband to broadband conversion. While other studies [19,32,33]
have also employed bidirectional reflectance distribution functions (BRDF) to correct for
the anisotropic reflectance of snow/ice surfaces under varying illumination conditions,
we omit this step because of the lack of a directly applicable method to include BRDF
corrections for such high albedo and SZA as are normally found on the icesheets.

At each step of the process to derive albedo from satellite data, different variants of
the same corrections were proposed, in order to obtain the combination of corrections that
provides the lowest statistical errors and highest correlation with in situ observations. The
complete proposed model, and all the variants for each step, are shown in the workflow in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Workflow of albedo calculation through the main 4 steps (blue boxes), with each corre-
sponding tested variant (best ones in green boxes, others evaluated in white boxes); solid lines stand
for best workflow, dotted lines for other tested variants and dashed line for the evaluation of different
AOT values.
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2.1. Satellite Data Processing
2.1.1. Radiometric Calibration and SZA Correction

In order to be stored and transmitted efficiently, radiance measured by the Landsat
sensor is converted to a quantized digital number (DN, dimensionless) and needs to be
scaled back to the original value. First, Landsat DNs in each band were converted to top
of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance, following the Landsat 8 (L8) Data User Handbook [37]
using the rescaling coefficients in the metadata as follows:

ρλ
′ = MρQcal + Aρ (6)

where ρλ
′ is the TOA planetary reflectance in band λ (without SZA correction), Mρ is the

band-specific multiplicative rescaling factor, Aρ the band-specific additive factor from the
Metadata file and Qcal is the quantized and calibrated standard product pixel values (DN).
Two possible corrections were then evaluated: one using an average SZA correction for
each scene, and the other using the SZA band generated from the Angle file of Landsat 8
(scene average SZA). The zenith correction on TOA reflectance is calculated as:

ρλ =
ρλ
′

cos(θSZA)
=

ρλ
′

sin(θSEA)
(7)

where ρλ is the TOA reflectance in band λ with correction for the SZA, θSEA is the local sun
elevation angle in degrees and θSZA is the local SZA (θSZA = 90◦ − θSEA) provided either
as the average value for the scene (obtained from the metadata) or in the solar zenith band
for each single pixel. A pixel-specific correction could be relevant to calculate the albedo in
polar regions since the SZA can vary across a Landsat scene (±2◦) and the scene-average
SZA might not be sufficient to provide an accurate model of albedo in the study area,
especially when SZA is very high (>60◦) [38].

2.1.2. Atmospheric Correction

For the retrieval of surface reflectance, we carried out a correction of reflectance for
atmospheric interference using the 6S radiative transfer code [39]. This correction was
performed using GRASS i.atcorr tool, which provides standard atmospheric profiles, but
also accepts user defined values to characterize the atmospheric layer above a given area.
The required inputs are: (i) the geometrical conditions, that is the satellite source (in
our case Landsat 8 OLI); (ii) date, time and central coordinates (longitude and latitude);
(iii) the atmospheric model; (iv) an aerosol model, where we selected the continental one;
(v) visibility (km) or aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at 550 nm to estimate attenuation
of direct solar irradiance by aerosols. As regards the atmospheric model, we tested two
possible models: subarctic winter, which was chosen despite the fact that our scenes only
cover the summer period because it best resembles the climatological conditions of the
polar areas, and a scene specific model with user-defined values. The inputs for the user-
defined model are altitude (m), pressure (hPa), temperature (◦C), H2O and O3 density
(g/m3), which were retrieved from the ERA5 [40] atmospheric reanalysis global climate
dataset produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
AOT is generally very low for the Antarctic continent, from observations in the AERONET
Aerosol Robotic Network datasets (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/draw_map_
display_aod_v3 (accessed date 19 February 2021)), based on 7 stations distributed across
the continent, i.e., Marambio (64.240◦S, 56.625◦W), ARM WAIS (79.471◦S, 112.083◦W),
Utsteinen (71.950◦S, 23.333◦E), Vechernaya Hill (67.660◦S, 46.158◦E), Progress (69.378◦S,
76.389◦E), South Pole Obs NOAA (90.000◦S, 70.300◦E) and ARM McMurdo (77.849◦S,
166.730◦E), that provide AOT between the summer seasons 2013–2020. Here, the AOT
ranges from 0.01 to 0.03, showing an average of 0.02. This value was used for the entire
continent, given the low variability of AOT across Antarctica (both coastal areas and
inland) and the absence of other ground stations in the vicinity of the in situ stations
and corresponding LANDSAT scenes. Regarding the Greenland Ice Sheet, AOT is more

https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/draw_map_display_aod_v3
https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/draw_map_display_aod_v3
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heterogeneous: in the inland, given the lack of available AOT values from aerosol observing
networks, we used data from the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and
Applications, Version 2 reanalysis product (MERRA-2, [41]). On the dates analyzed, the
AOT from MERRA-2 is on average 0.02, and such value was therefore applied in the inland
of Greenland. In the coastal zones, AOT shows a larger variability; thus, we selected AOT
measurements from the closest stations from the AERONET network. To test the sensitivity
of the albedo model to the chosen AOT values, we compared the albedo obtained with
the selected values with two additional runs obtained by adding and subtracting 0.01 to
the AOT (e.g., in Antarctica, we provide two comparisons with models retrieved using an
AOT of 0.01 or 0.03). Finally, vi) the mean target elevation a.s.l. (km) was derived from
the Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica (REMA) Digital Terrain Model (DEM) [42] for
Antarctica, resampled to 30 m spatial resolution and the Greenland Ice Mapping Project
(GIMP) DEM [43] for the Greenland icesheet, also resampled to 30 m. This correction
provides a surface reflectance dataset lacking topographic correction.

2.1.3. Topographic Correction

To compute the topographic correction of surface reflectance, different methods are
available in GRASS GIS i.topo.corr tool, and we compared the following ones: c-factor,
cosine and Minnaert. The first step is to produce an illumination model, which represents
the cosine of the solar incident angle starting from the DEM. The formula is:

cos i = cos s cos z + sin s sin z cos(a− o) (8)

where i is the incident angle, s is the terrain slope angle, z is the SZA, a is the solar azimuth
angle and o is the terrain aspect angle.

Once the illumination model is calculated, it is possible to apply the topographic
correction. The c-factor method is based on the following formula:

re fc = re fo
cos z + c
cos i + c

(9)

where re fc is the corrected reflectance, re fo is the original reflectance and c is equal to a
m−1 from

re fo = a + m cos i (10)

In summary, the tool needs a DEM and a value of SZA and solar azimuth angle, which
are available from the Landsat metadata.

The cosine method is the simplest topographic correction, since it is represented by
the following algorithm:

re fc =
re fo ∗ cos z

cos i
(11)

while the Minnaert method is described by:

re fc = re fo ∗
(cos z

cos i

)k
(12)

where k is obtained by linear regression of

ln(re fo) = ln(re fc)− k ∗ ln
(

cos i
cos z

)
(13)

2.1.4. Narrowband to Broadband Albedo Conversion

The final step concerns the estimation of broadband albedo (α), i.e., the albedo inte-
grated over the entire solar spectrum. In our model, we used Liang albedo algorithm [34],
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which considers bands 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Landsat 8 OLI sensor, as suggested also by
Naegeli et al. (2017) [32]. The algorithm is:

α = 0.356α2 + 0.130α4 + 0.373α5 + 0.085α6 + 0.072α7 − 0.0018 (14)

where αx is the specific reflectance (equal to re fc) of each band (and x the band number).
The main advantage of this algorithm is that it considers contribution from a wider range
of the spectrum than the others, allowing to capture the albedo changes due to changes in
grain size, which have particularly large impact on near-infrared and shortwave infrared
wavelengths [44]. We also evaluated the Knap algorithm [35], which is represented by the
following equation:

α = 0.726α3 − 0.322α2
3 − 0.051α5 + 0.581α2

5 (15)

2.2. In Situ Broadband Albedo Data

With the intention of validating our satellite derived albedo after the correction process,
we considered broadband albedo data from in situ stations located on the Antarctic and
Greenland Ice Sheets (Figure 2). In detail, for the Antarctica we used broadband albedo from
7 AWSs owned by the Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Utrecht (IMAU) [18]
in different zones of the Antarctic continent (Dronning Maud Land and Antarctic Peninsula)
from 2013 to 2018 and 3 in situ stations from the World Radiation Monitoring Center—
Baseline Surface Radiation Network (WRMC-BSRN, [17]), i.e., Concordia (DOM, [45]),
Neumayer (GVN, [46]) and Syowa (SYO, [47]) Stations (respectively, located in Dome
C, Dronning Maud Land and in proximity of Cosmonaut Sea). Regarding the 7 IMAU
AWSs, they are equipped with Kipp and Zonen CNR1 or CNR4 radiometers, with a stated
accuracy of ±10%. The sensor acquisition rate is 6 min, but the albedo values are then
calculated as a 24 h moving average (in order to reduce errors due to sensor tilt and rime
formation) [18]. The three BSRN stations are equipped with Kipp and Zonen pyranometers,
respectively, CM22 for Concordia St., CMP22 for Neumayer St. and CMP21 for Syowa
St. In each of the three BSRN stations, the pyranometer is situated at a height of 2 m and
the sensor acquisition rate is 1 min, reporting separately the shortwave downwelling and
upwelling radiation [45–47], from which we derived the albedo as a 24 h moving average
for consistency with measurements from the IMAU network. On 9 out of 20 dates, the
SZA at Neumayer and Syowa was higher than 60◦, and the albedo appeared to increase
compared to the dates with lower SZA (0.79 ± 0.027 at Neumayer and 0.76 ± 0.049 at
Syowa when the SZA was < 60◦ compared to 0.88 ± 0.010 and 0.81 ± 0.035 when it was >
60◦). This also led to much higher in situ albedo (up to 0.11) compared to satellite-derived
albedo on these dates. We therefore assumed in situ albedo to be overestimated when the
SZA was higher than 60◦; in fact, this influence of high SZA on the albedo measured at in
situ stations is well known and caused by an underestimation of the incoming radiation
flux owing to the imperfect cosine response of the upward looking pyranometer [38]. To
correct the values from these stations, we adopted the algorithm proposed by Briegleb
et al. (1986) [48], derived by a scheme proposed by Dickinson (1983) [49], which normalizes
albedo to a SZA of 60◦. The algorithm was originally developed for vegetated surfaces
and TOA reflectance, but was also used to estimate surface albedo by Pinker and Laszlo
(1992) [50]. It is described as follows:

α60 = αSZA
1 + 2d cos θSZA

1 + d
(16)

where α60 is the normalized albedo considering SZA = 60◦, αSZA is the albedo measured at
the in situ station at a specific SZA and d is equal to a constant, which varies between 0.1
and 0.4 depending on the type of surface and its dependence on SZA. [48,51,52]. We set
d to 0.4 following Yang et al. (2008) [52], who suggests using this value for surface types
with a high SZA dependence.
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As regards the Greenland Ice Sheet, we used 4 AWSs of the Program for Monitoring of
the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE) [16], equipped with Kipp and Zonen CNR1 or CNR4
radiometers, acquiring data every 10 minutes (hourly averages transmitted). The stated
accuracy is < 10% [53]. Again, even if some data are available since 2011, we analyzed
albedo measurements acquired between 2014 and 2018. In Table 1 further information
about all the used in situ stations are reported and Figure 2 shows their locations. In general,
all the satellite values of albedo used for the validation with the in situ data were averages
of the 9 pixels surrounding the station, where the station is located in the center pixel. The
only exception is represented by the Syowa Station, as it is in proximity of uncovered rock
(distance lower than Landsat pixel resolution). For this station, we performed a comparison
of a 9-pixel area NW of the station (approximately 60 m) to avoid rock disturbance. We also
compared the average of the 4 surrounding pixels and the value of the specific pixel of the
station. In both study areas, not all available in situ stations from the IMAU, WRMC-BSRN
and PROMICE networks have been considered in this research, as for some of them we
could not obtain a sufficient number of Landsat scenes for validation, owing to the absence
of AOT values from nearby AERONET stations or excessive cloud cover in specific dates,
also confirmed by the cloud cover value of the station datasets.

Table 1. Details of in situ stations considered in this study with the respective number of L8 scenes used for validation. *
indicates dates excluded from the comparison (see Section 3.5). AWS stands for Automatic Weather Station, SZA for Solar
zenith angle, DOM for Concordia Station, GVN for Neumayer Station, SYO for Syowa Station, EGP for EastGRIP Station,
KAN B for Kangerlussuaq Station, QAS L for Quassimiut low Station and THU L for Thule low Station.

Dataset In Situ
Stations

Coordinates
(Lat◦; Long◦)

Elevation
(m a.s.l.) Period Landsat

Scene
Landsat

Dates
SZA

(Deg)
Surface

Type

IMAU
AWS 05 −73.10; −13.17 360 1998–2014 178112 21/11/2013 62 Snow

07/12/2013 61
AWS 11 −71.17; −6.80 690 2007–2019 178110 07/12/2013 * 58 Snow

24/01/2014 * 63
27/01/2015 * 66
28/02/2015 * 76
15/02/2016 * 71
12/10/2016 * 74
16/01/2017 * 63
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset In Situ
Stations

Coordinates
(Lat◦; Long◦)

Elevation
(m a.s.l.) Period Landsat

Scene
Landsat

Dates
SZA

(Deg)
Surface

Type

AWS 14 −67.02; −61.50 50 2009–2015 217107 13/02/2015 68 Snow
AWS 16 −71.95; 23.33 1300 2009–2015 156111 27/11/2013 64 Snow

30/01/2014 69
03/03/2014 79
13/10/2014 76
29/10/2014 70
14/11/2014 66
16/10/2015 74
17/11/2015 65
03/12/2015 63

AWS 17 −65.93; −61.85 50 2011–2016 217106 11/10/2015 70 Snow
AWS 18 −66.40; −63.73 70 2014–2018 217107 11/10/2015 * 71 Snow

03/12/2017 * 58
03/10/2018 * 74

AWS 19 −70.95; 26.27 50 2014–2016 156110 16/10/2015 76 Snow
17/11/2015 67
03/12/2015 64

BSRN
DOM −75.10; 123.38 3233 2006–2020 089113 24/11/2014 61 Snow

12/02/2015 70
29/12/2015 60
28/10/2016 68
18/12/2017 59
20/02/2018 73
21/10/2019 71

GVN −70.65; −8.25 42 1992–2020 178110 07/12/2013 56 Snow
29/12/2015 56
15/02/2016 67
02/03/2016 72
12/10/2016 70
16/01/2017 59
05/12/2018 56
09/01/2020 57

SYO −69.01; 39.59 18 1994–2019 148109 12/10/2014 69 Snow
28/10/2014 63
13/11/2014 59
29/11/2014 56
16/11/2015 58
03/01/2016 55
07/03/2016 73
04/12/206 55

22/02/2017 68
20/10/2017 66
08/01/2018 56
23/10/2018 65

PROMICE
EGP 75.62; −35.97 2660 2016–2019 007006 26/07/2016 57 Snow

26/05/2017 55
11/06/2017 53
29/07/2017 57
29/05/2018 54

KAN B 67.13; −50.18 350 2011–2019 007013 29/04/2013 * 52 Rock
31/05/2013 45
19/08/2013 55
06/08/2014 51
23/05/2016 46
08/06/2016 44
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset In Situ
Stations

Coordinates
(Lat◦; Long◦)

Elevation
(m a.s.l.) Period Landsat

Scene
Landsat

Dates
SZA

(Deg)
Surface

Type

10/07/2016 45
26/07/2016 48
10/05/2017 49
27/06/2017 44
29/07/2017 49
14/08/2017 53

QAS L 61.03; −46.85 280 2007–2019 002017 02/07/2014 39 Ice
03/08/2014 45
03/06/2015 40
21/06/2016 39
05/04/2017 56
07/05/2017 45
24/06/2017 39
10/05/2018 44
13/07/2018 41
29/07/2018 44
29/05/2019 41

THU L 76.40; −68.27 570 2010–2019 032005 04/07/2014 54 Ice
04/05/2015 61
20/05/2015 57
23/07/2015 57
24/08/2015 66

3. Results and Discussion

The results are displayed in five different subsections: the first concerns the validation
of the albedo retrieval method in comparison with all in situ stations; then, each specific
station dataset is considered, i.e., (i) IMAU AWSs [18] and (ii) BSRN stations [17] in
Antarctica and (iii) PROMICE AWSs [16] in Greenland. Finally, we discuss possible reasons
of discrepancy between satellite derived albedo and in situ observations.

3.1. Method Validation

As described in Section 2, in order to validate the different combinations of input data
or correction approaches for obtaining accurate albedo from satellite data, we compared
different albedo values calculated following the same procedure, but varying the required
inputs or parameters, as shown in the workflow of Figure 1. The specific statistics of the
best combination and of each correction step are shown in Table 2.

Examining the differences in albedo when changing inputs and parameters in the
workflow, firstly, we calculated the albedo applying the pixel-specific SZA or scene average
SZA corrections. The difference between the albedo calculated with the average and pixel
specific SZA was very low, as the two datasets differed statistically (MAE) by 0.003, with
only slightly worse values when using the average SZA, probably because of the low range
of possible SZA within a Landsat image (±2◦). The small statistical differences between the
correction with scene-average and pixel specific SZA suggests that the pixel-specific SZA
correction step is not crucial for albedo retrieval at high latitudes, although it did provide
slightly better results.

As regards the atmospheric correction, we compared the albedo retrieved by using
ERA5 climatic variables, against the one obtained when using the subarctic winter model
in GRASS GIS. Again, the statistics were very similar, even if the atmospheric correction
using the atmospheric model based on ERA5 variables showed slightly worse results. The
standard deviation between in situ and satellite albedo processed by using ERA5 data
was 0.030, the RMSE 0.041 and the BE increased to 0.011. (Best model: 0.029, 0.040 and
0.005, respectively). In addition, the statistics for the validation with Antarctic observations
were worse since the MAE increased to 0.028, while the MAE for Greenland stations was
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slightly better (0.028). In this context, we demonstrated that the use of an available generic
model for atmospheric correction, i.e., subarctic winter, provided the same, or even better,
results than using detailed parameters, e.g., from ERA5 dataset. This might be caused
by an incorrect representation of atmospheric layers at high latitudes in ERA5, given the
scarcity of ground observations in the polar areas. Thus, the use of specific parameters in
the 6S model might not be necessary at such high latitudes.

Table 2. Statistics of the albedo retrieval procedure, with the best combination in the first row and all other variants used for
comparison (86 values). Statistics are: mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (STD), bias estimate (BE), correlation
coefficient (Cc), root–mean–square error (RMSE) and bias-removed root–mean–square error (BRRMSE). Correlation is
always significant at the 99% confidence level.

Dataset MAE tot MAE
Antarctica

MAE
Greenland STD BE Cc RMSE BRRMSE

Proposed
model 0.027 0.026 0.029 0.029 0.005 0.987 0.040 0.039

Ave. SZA c. 0.030 0.028 0.033 0.029 0.003 0.986 0.042 0.041
ERA5 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.030 0.011 0.987 0.041 0.040

AOT -0.01 0.028 0.027 0.030 0.029 0.007 0.987 0.040 0.040
AOT +0.01 0.028 0.026 0.031 0.028 0.002 0.987 0.040 0.040
Cosine c. 0.026 0.026 0.027 0.025 0.009 0.990 0.036 0.035

Minnaert c. 0.027 0.025 0.030 0.028 0.007 0.988 0.039 0.038
Knap a. 0.047 0.043 0.053 0.039 0.040 0.984 0.061 0.046
1 pixel 0.028 0.027 0.030 0.030 0.004 0.986 0.041 0.041
4 pixels 0.028 0.026 0.031 0.031 0.005 0.986 0.042 0.041

We also compared the results obtained by adding or subtracting 0.01 from the applied
value of AOT. In fact, in the 6S model used for atmospheric correction, we simplified the
AOT parameter by using a mean of 0.02 in Antarctica, considering that the parameter is
constant throughout the average summer season, especially in the inland. According to
Klok et al. (2003) [29], the uncertainty in AOT can propagate to the final albedo retrieval,
leading to an error of 0.01. Thus, with the aim of minimizing the uncertainty, future research
could better quantify AOT at the poles with specific campaigns. We did not find large
differences among the three runs with different AOT, even if the default model provided
always better statistics, especially compared to the albedo obtained when lowering the
AOT by 0.01, apart from the BE. Nevertheless, looking at the two satellite albedo datasets
obtained by varying the AOT by ±0.01, it is evident that an error of this magnitude in
AOT should not cause a significant error in the calculated albedo. In addition, the strong
correlation (0.985 99% confidence) between the proposed model and the one obtained when
adding +0.01 to the AOT might suggest that AOT in Antarctica is well represented by an
average range of 0.02–0.03.

As regards the topographic correction, in addition to the c-factor method, we also
calculated the albedo by using two other methods: the cosine and the Minnaert methods.
The cosine method showed good results, with statistics similar to the c-factor. Here, even if
the model is more basic than c-factor (see Section 2.1.3) and the BE was higher by 0.004
and MAE by 0.001, the STD turned out to be slightly lower (0.025), as did the RMSE (0.036)
and BRRMSE (0.035). Minimal statistical differences were also found between the c-factor
and Minnaert method. However, looking at highly sloped areas (>15◦) facing the same
direction as the solar azimuth, e.g., mountain zones (Figure 3), the albedo from the cosine
and Minnaert algorithms show some relevant problems.
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Figure 3. (a) International bathymetric chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO, [54]) showing the
mountainous area in the Antarctic Peninsula (within the yellow circle) in proximity of IMAU AWS
18; (b–d) broadband albedo raster maps of the yellow area, respectively calculated using: the c-factor
method (b), Minnaert method (c) and the cosine method (d). No-data:represented in yellow.

In fact, compared to the c-factor method which provides albedo values for all kind of
surfaces (Figure 3b), the Minnaert method cannot process area with high acclivity, which
result in no data (yellow areas in Figure 3c). This is probably because Equation (12) uses a
power function that can lead the values to overflow outside the possible ranges of floating-
point numbers; in contrast, the cosine method overestimated or underestimated albedo in
these zones (with values much higher than 1 or much lower than 0, green and red areas in
Figure 3d, respectively).

In view of these differences, even if these sloped areas are quite uncommon across the
ice sheets, we suggest using the c-factor method, since it provides at the same time results
that are in agreement with in situ observations, while being able to obtain albedo values
also for sloped surfaces, e.g., the ones represented in Figure 3.

Further still, we tested two separate algorithms to convert narrowband to broadband
albedo: the Liang and Knap algorithms [34,35]. Broadband albedo calculated using the
Knap algorithm (αKnap) showed much worse statistics than the conversion using Liang
algorithm (αLiang). The MAE for αKnap was 0.047, almost doubled compared to the MAE
for αLiang (0.027). Furthermore, for αKnap the STD was 0.039, the RMSE increased to
0.061 and the BE to 0.040. In summary, the comparison between the two albedo datasets
calculated using either Liang algorithm [34] or Knap algorithm [35], showed clear results
in support of Liang algorithm. This is probably because Knap algorithm considers a
lower number of bands than Liang algorithm (2 bands vs. 5), and might not be able to
adequately represent albedo changes due to changes in grain size in the near-infrared and
shortwave infrared wavelengths. Moreover, we checked whether there were any significant
differences when considering 9, 4 or 1 pixels in the satellite image around the in situ station.
Once more, the three datasets were very similar and the use of 9 pixels shows a minor
improvement in results. The general statistics present only variations of a few thousandths.
This might depend on the great homogeneity of the polar areas, characterized by wide,
highly reflective surfaces.
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In summary, our proposed model, i.e., the best combination of corrections reported
in green in Figure 1 and in the first row in Table 2, showed a RMSE and a BRRMSE of
0.040 and 0.039 respectively, a BE of 0.005, an STD of 0.029, a correlation of 0.987 (p < 0.01)
between in situ and satellite data and a MAE of 0.027. The MAE from the validation of
satellite- albedo using in situ data was lower for the Antarctic Ice Sheet (IMAU and BSRN
in situ stations, 53 scenes), than in the Greenland Ice sheet (PROMICE AWSs, 33 scenes),
with a value of 0.026 against 0.029.

3.2. IMAU AWSs (Antarctica)

We considered seven IMAU AWSs in Antarctica [18], obtaining data consistent with
Landsat 8 temporal range (2013–present). These AWSs provide broadband albedo, thus
we compared the data with those calculated using Liang algorithm [34]. The total MAE
between AWS observations and satellite derived albedo was 0.033 and STD was 0.026,
based on 26 measurements. However, such an MAE might be due to the high MAE at
AWS 11 (0.043 MAE) and 18 (0.077 MAE), which generally showed larger differences in
comparison with the other stations. In fact, no other AWS reached a MAE of 0.040.

AWSs 5 and 11 are situated in western Dronning Maud Land, in proximity of the sea
(Atlantic Ocean). 2 Landsat scenes were used for comparison with AWS 5, resulting in a
MAE of 0.020 and 0.030 (thus a mean of 0.025); here, satellite albedo was generally slightly
lower than AWS albedo. For AWS 11, we considered 7 Landsat scenes. The MAE of the
difference between satellite and in situ albedo on these 7 dates was 0.043 and in every case
the satellite derived albedo was lower than ground observations, and was on average 0.80,
consistently with the typical Antarctic snow albedo [11,23]. AWS-based albedo had much
higher values, even higher than 0.85 (which is typical of fresh snow). All dates of this
station were affected by cloud cover, which was always >20%, which might explain the
higher values compared to satellite-derived albedo, as the albedo is usually larger under
clouds than in clear-sky conditions [55,56].

AWSs 14, 17 and 18 are situated in the northern part of Antarctic peninsula. AWS
14 and 17 had 1 coincident Landsat scene; at AWS14, Landsat derived and in situ albedo
showed the same value, while the MAE was 0.030 at AWS 17. The albedo from 3 Landsat
scenes was used for comparison with AWS 18, showing the highest absolute difference
(0.077), as visible in Figure 4a.

In fact, while the observations from AWS18 showed a value typical of dry snow
(>0.80), satellite derived albedo was always lower, showing values more typical of meta-
morphosized or wet snow (0.70–0.77, [57]). In particular, the MAE was 0.115, recorded
on 11 October 2015. On that date, the satellite image showed lower albedo values in the
proximity of the AWS, even typical of blue ice [58] while a value of 0.83 was measured
at the AWS. The large difference at AWS 18 could be caused by the variations in surface
conditions at the AWS, an inaccurate location recorded for this AWS due to ice flow, or
residual sensor tilt that was not corrected by the 24 h moving average. This AWS is located
at the base of an outlet glacier, where surface conditions could vary significantly over time:
blue ice exposure can occur at the beginning of the summer season due to the effect of win-
ter wind scouring, while in summer snow/ice melt can lead to the presence of superficial
water. In addition, according to MEaSUREs ice flow velocity map (mostly derived from
2007–2016 data at 450 m spatial resolution [59]), the flow velocity of ice is 141 m/yr around
the AWS, which might lead to a shift in the location of the station over time.

Finally, the last two AWSs (16 and 19) are situated in central-eastern Dronning Maud
Land. AWS 16, used to validate the albedo from 9 Landsat scenes, showed a low MAE,
0.016. In addition, for 4 of these scenes, the error was even lower than 0.010. AWS 19
showed a MAE of 0.031 between AWS observations and satellite derived albedo, based on
the validation of 3 Landsat scenes. Considering AWS16 and AWS19, we did not detect a bias
between in situ and satellite data, since sometimes satellite-derived albedo underestimated
in situ observations, sometimes overestimated them.
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3.3. BSRN AWSs (Antarctica)

The best statistics were found for the validation of satellite albedo against BSRN in
situ stations, based on a dataset of 27 Landsat scenes. In fact, the MAE for this dataset
was 0.020 and the STD 0.012. 3 in situ stations were used for validation: DOM, GVN and
SYO. The first one, DOM at Concordia Station, is the only one situated in the inner part of
the continent and 7 dates were found to be suitable for the validation of satellite albedo,
showing a MAE of 0.028, the highest of all three in situ stations. Here, 6 satellite-derived
albedo values out of 7 were lower than field observations. In contrast, SYO showed no
bias while at GVN satellite albedo was higher for most dates. At Neumayer and Syowa
stations, the MAE was lower than 0.020: 0.019 and 0.015, respectively. 8 Landsat scenes
were validated with data from GVN, and 12 with data from SYO (the most numerous
dataset with KAN B AWS, see Section 3.4). As regards SYO in situ station, none of the
data used for validation showed an absolute error greater than 0.030, while GVN station
showed only one date with an absolute error > 0.030, on 16 January 2017.

3.4. PROMICE AWSs (Greenland)

As concerns the Greenland Ice Sheet, we compared Landsat derived albedo with
data from four PROMICE AWSs [16], obtaining a dataset with 33 dates. In this case, the
MAE between AWS measurements and satellite derived albedo was 0.029 and its standard
deviation was 0.038. The only AWS situated in the inland is the EastGRIP Greenland site
(EGP) AWS, at an average altitude of 2660 m a.s.l. Five dates were considered for EGP,
resulting in a MAE of 0.020. Kangerlussuaq on land Station (KAN B), on the South-West
of the Ice sheet, showed albedo values typical of rock (<0.20). A good agreement was
found between albedo from this AWS and the one obtained from Landsat, except for the
albedo from the first date used for validation (29 April 2013), that diverged from all the
others, showing an absolute error of 0.222. Thus, the final MAE for the entire AWS is 0.035.
Qassimiut low Station (QAS L), in the southernmost area of Greenland, showed a MAE of
0.024, based on 11 dates. The last considered station was the Thule low AWS (THU L), on
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the north-western tip of Greenland. As for EGP, since the station is located at high latitude
(over 75◦ N), we could validate fewer Landsat 8 images (5). The MAE here was quite high,
i.e., 0.034.

3.5. Analysis of the Cleaned Dataset

As discussed in the previous subsections, some of the scenes presented strong anoma-
lies in the validation of satellite albedo using AWS observations from the IMAU dataset. In
detail, AWSs 11 and 18 showed the largest differences. The former always shows high val-
ues typical of fresh snow (>0.85), which tend to be very unusual in Antarctica, and in fact,
previous studies found lower albedo values for snow on the Antarctic plateau, around 0.80
or just slightly higher [3,11,27]. Moreover, high values of longwave-equivalent cloud cover
(20–30%) were recorded at AWS 11 on several dates, even if the satellite imagery was cloud-
free (according to the Landsat Metadata and visual check). Longwave equivalent cloud
cover is not an observed value of cloudiness but is modelled from hourly values of down-
ward longwave radiation and air temperature (at 2 m) [56,60]. According to Munneke et al.
(2011) [61], this modeled cloud cover could differ from observed cloudiness (e.g., from satel-
lite), leading to differences in modeled and observed net shortwave radiation at the surface
and thus in albedo. In general, clouds have a relevant effect on albedo [62], especially when
it is very high (e.g., for snowy surfaces, [44]). They alter the broadband albedo of a snow
surface mainly by filtering out radiation at near-infrared (IR) wavelengths (>800 nm) more
effectively than radiation in the visible region, thus changing the spectral composition of
incoming radiation. The spectrally integrated albedo increases because the spectral albedo
for visible wavelengths is higher than for near-IR wavelengths [56]. Cloudiness has been
proposed as an explanation for higher variability in albedo measured at weather stations
on the Antarctic shores [11], where most AWSs showing anomalous results are located. In
addition to this cloud-cover issue, another station presented anomalous observations, with
a MAE of 0.077, i.e., IMAU AWS 18 (see Section 3.2). In order to clean our dataset from
the stations that showed anomalous data, we decided to exclude from the IMAU dataset
AWS 11 (7 data) and 18 (3 data), providing a 43-scene dataset for Antarctica. Removing
from the statistical calculations these 10 albedo values from AWS11 and AWS18, the MAE
of Antarctic area dropped to 0.021. As concerns the Greenland Ice Sheet, one case of
Landsat-derived albedo presented a large difference compared to field measurements, i.e.,
KAN B AWS on 29 April 2013, when the albedo observed at the station was much lower
than the satellite derived one (0.55 against 0.77, a difference of 0.222). By examining the
AWS dataset, we found high albedo variability in the week of satellite image acquisition,
due to a snowfall event at the end of the boreal winter on the otherwise rocky surface
where the station is located. In fact, albedo changed by more than 0.500 over a few days
and since the PROMICE stations record hourly averages, such a difference can lead to an
inaccurate validation of Landsat-derived albedo. Excluding the albedo from this date from
the comparison, the MAE dropped to 0.023, based on a 32-scene dataset.

In general, excluding from the total statistics all these outliers, i.e., the data of 10 scenes
in the Antarctic dataset and of 1 scene in the Greenland dataset, we obtained improved
statistics for a 75-scene dataset (Figure 4b): a MAE of 0.021, STD of 0.015, RMSE of 0.026,
BBRMSE of 0.025, a BE of −0.005 and a correlation coefficient of 0.995, with p < 0.01
(Table 3).

Comparing these results with previous studies on polar ice sheets, Gusain et al.
(2018) [63] found that MODIS albedo (from the MOD43B3 product) always overestimated
AWS measurements in Antarctica, with a correlation coefficient of 0.86, a BE of 0.01 and
a RMSE of 0.09; similar results were found by Stroeve et al. (2006) [64] in Greenland
(RMSE > 0.06, BE < 0.02); Liang et al. (2005) [25] also reported a higher BE, slightly < 0.02
in Greenland. In other Earth regions (i.e., United States of America), Li et al. (2018) [65]
found a lower BE and RMSE using higher spatial resolution satellite images (Sentinel-2A)
compared to MODIS. Higher spatial resolution images are in fact less impacted by the
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spatial distribution of landscape features and structural changes across the surface (typical
of coarser resolution images) and they are able to detect micro-scale differences as well.

Table 3. Statistics of the validation of satellite-albedo with in situ observations for the cleaned dataset, with the best option
and all other variants used for comparison (75 values). Statistics are: mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (STD),
bias (BE), correlation coefficient (Cc), root–mean–square error (RMSE) and bias-removed root–mean–square error (BRRMSE).
Correlation is always significant at the 99% confidence level.

Dataset MAE tot MAE
Antarctica

MAE
Greenland STD BE Cc RMSE BRRMSE

Proposed model 0.021 0.020 0.023 0.015 −0.005 0.995 0.026 0.025
Ave. SZA c. 0.024 0.022 0.027 0.017 −0.006 0.994 0.030 0.029

ERA5 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.016 0.001 0.995 0.026 0.026
AOT -0.01 0.022 0.020 0.024 0.015 −0.002 0.995 0.026 0.026
AOT +0.01 0.023 0.021 0.025 0.015 −0.007 0.995 0.027 0.027
Cosine c. 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.014 0.001 0.995 0.026 0.026

Minnaert c. 0.021 0.019 0.025 0.015 −0.002 0.995 0.026 0.026
Knap a. 0.040 0.035 0.047 0.029 0.032 0.992 0.049 0.037
1 pixel 0.022 0.021 0.024 0.017 −0.006 0.994 0.028 0.027
4 pixels 0.022 0.019 0.025 0.016 −0.004 0.995 0.027 0.027

Concerning possible reasons of discrepancies between our final satellite dataset and the
in situ observations, surely relevant is the fact that data from in situ stations may represent
local features that are averaged up in satellite-derived products with larger footprints, a
problem that is likely to increase when coarser resolution data (e.g., MODIS, 500 m) are
used in place of Landsat. In fact, our satellite data presented generally more constant
values than the ones measured by the stations. Other sources of uncertainty for in situ
albedo observations employed in this study include the intrinsic instrument measurement
uncertainty, residual tilt errors, shifts in the station location over time and the correction
of SZA dependence for albedo measured at GVN and SYO stations, using a formula that
was originally developed for vegetated surfaces. However, this latter uncertainty only
concerns 9 out of 86 measurements in our validation data set. While observations from
ground stations are usually considered the most accurate and the standard method to
assess the accuracy of satellite-derived products, our study shows that observations from
AWSs might still be affected by large uncertainty, and that using manned stations (such as
those from the BSRN network) might be more appropriate for validation. Besides, ground
stations might show values that are not completely representative of their surroundings,
and their use for validation of satellite data on the icesheets should be carefully evaluated.

As regards satellite-derived albedo, topographic correction and the related geolocation
accuracy are considered to be the most important sources of errors, with an uncertainty up
to 5% [29], depending on the incorrect co-registration of each DEM, even if in Antarctica
such issue could be less relevant as large variations in altitude and slope are limited to
very few areas. In addition, using Landsat 8 imagery, the DEMs proposed in this research
represent the only available choices to maintain a similar spatial resolution between Landsat
and DEM datasets. In fact, all other existing products in polar areas have a much coarser
resolution (an order of magnitude larger), which would require down sampling to obtain a
30 m spatial resolution, likely introducing larger uncertainty.

A further correction not implemented in this study is anisotropic correction using
BRDF models, which can be important in the retrieval of albedo from satellite data; its lack
in our model could have negatively affected our satellite derived albedo and the observed
differences might also be caused by its absence, according to Knap et al. (1999) [66]. While
an anisotropic effect is certainly present on ice and snow surfaces in the polar regions, it
has been omitted in this study because of the lack of a directly applicable correction model
for Landsat data for such high values of albedo and SZA as are normally found on the ice
sheets. In future research, approaches combining Landsat data with BRDF from MODIS,
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as done e.g., by He et al. (2018) [67], could be tested to evaluate whether including the
anisotropic correction actually improves the agreement between satellite-derived albedo
and in situ observations.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we employed the methodology proposed by Klok et al. (2003) [29]
and also used by Fugazza et al. (2016) [19] to derive broadband albedo from Landsat 8
OLI satellite data at 30 m spatial resolution and validate it using observations from in
situ stations located on the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets. This model could allow
future research to study local surface features by an optical point of view, considering that
previous attempts provided only coarser resolution products (≥250 m) based on MODIS
observations [6,23–26].

To validate satellite derived albedo, we performed a comparison between Landsat-
retrieved albedo and different ground-based datasets, for a total of 86 scenes, while Fugazza
et al. (2016) [19] only compared satellite albedo against data from one AWS and Wang et al.
(2014) [27] performed a satellite inter-comparison between Landsat and MODIS albedo,
following the method proposed by Klok et al. (2003) [29]. The difference from the latter
research lies in a more detailed correction for the SZA, taking into account pixel-specific
values, and in the narrowband to broadband albedo conversion. In fact, we found that
Liang algorithm [34] provided better ground truth validation in the polar regions than
Knap algorithm from the comparison with in situ observations [35]. The final proposed
workflow (Figure 1) was obtained after we tested different variants of the model, by
changing inputs and parameters at each stage of the albedo calculation, i.e., with average
or pixel-specific SZA correction, atmospheric correction using a pre-defined model or
with specific parameters from a reanalysis product, three different topographic correction
approaches and two different algorithms for conversion of narrowband to broadband
albedo. These comparisons allowed us to define the combination of corrections that could
provide the best agreement with ground observations by in situ stations.

Three ground observation datasets were employed: (i) a dataset of seven AWSs from
IMAU [18] located on the Antarctic Peninsula and Dronning Maud Land (Antarctica) and
providing broadband albedo from 2014 to 2018, (ii) three stations from BSRN [17], located
in three different areas of the continent, i.e., DOM (Dome C area), SYO (in the proximity of
Cosmonaut sea) and GVN (Dronning Maud Land) from 2013 to present and iii) a dataset
from PROMICE [16] of four AWSs located on the Greenland icesheet (both inland and
coastal and southern and northern areas) from 2013 to 2019. In total, using data from 14
different in situ stations, we compared 86 albedo measurements on the Greenland and
Antarctic icesheets, 33 in Greenland and 53 in Antarctica, obtaining a MAE between ground
observations and satellite derived albedo of 0.027. In detail, the validation for stations on
the Antarctic Ice Sheet showed a lower value compared to the Greenland Ice Sheet, with
a MAE of 0.026 against 0.029. However, excluding 10 anomalous albedo values from the
IMAU dataset and one from PROMICE, we compared a cleaned 75-scene dataset, which
showed a lower MAE of 0.021 (0.020 for Antarctica and 0.023 for Greenland), a STD of
0.015, a RMSE of 0.026 and BRRMSE of 0.025, a BE of −0.005 and a correlation coefficient
of 0.995 (p < 0.01).

Our study provides relevant findings for future polar sciences analysis at high reso-
lution; to further extend and validate it, our model could be tested on previous satellites
of the Landsat family, i.e., Landsat 5 ETM and Landsat 7 ETM+ as well as other satellite
products at a similar spatial resolution, e.g., Sentinel 2 or ASTER.
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